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By Joachim Hagopian 

The big news this week is America’s 16th largest bank; Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) has 
gone down as the second largest bank failure in U.S. history, all within 48 hours last 
Thursday and Friday. The 2008 bankruptcy of Washington Mutual Bank is the largest 
during the so-called Great Recession from December 2007 to June 2009. That financial 
crisis resulted in the taxpayers’ “too big to fail” bank bailout that also sacrificed the 
fourth largest investment bank Lehman Brothers as the two biggest casualties in order 
to ostensibly “save” the unsustainable debtor system from total collapse. Ever since, it’s 
given way to kicking the can down the road to ward off total financial collapse. But this 
latest crisis has the entire economic and political system again currently hemorrhaging 
in its wake that’ll soon grow far worse. 
 
The global financial crisis of 2008, the worst since the 1929 Great Depression, was 
blamed on Wall Street greed and lack of federal regulators. But the specific cause was 
betting on derivatives. The 2008 bailout legislation called the Troubled Asset Relief 
Program (TARP) that handed over a trillion mostly tax paid dollars to the banks, 63% of 
which was gifted to the biggest dozen banks. Veteran journalist Matt Taibbi, who 
recently exposed the Twitter Files, writing about the 2008 bank bailout in a March 18, 
2019 Rolling Stone article, concludes: 

https://stateofthenation.co/?p=160219
https://stateofthenation.co/?author=1
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/silicon-valley-bank-signature-bank-collapse-joe-biden-cbs-news-explains/
https://www.thebalancemoney.com/washington-mutual-how-wamu-went-bankrupt-3305620
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/economics/09/lehman-brothers-collapse.asp
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/03/matt-taibbi-drops-another-twitter-files-ahead-of-testimony-to-congress-the-censorship-industrial-complex/
https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-features/2008-financial-bailout-809731/
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The facts show the crash response was a massive, sustained investment in the 
wealthiest sector of the economy, which also happened to bear the biggest 
responsibility for the disaster. 
 
An overly familiar theme, the same criminals who always benefit the most from every 
major disaster that the actual perpetrators who cause it created, be it 9/11, the war on 
terror, the pandemic to today’s ongoing kill shot genocide and Ukraine War, to the 
financial crises of the Great Depression, 2008’s Great Recession to 2023’s domino 
effect cascading from rippled bank failures leading to a long planned global economy 
collapse. The same ruling elites are behind it all. 
 
The Silicon Valley Bank is all woke as a fully operational 4th Industrial Revolution green 
energy-climate change-WEF agenda entity with its CEO Greg Becker just removed from 
the board of directors of the San Francisco Federal Reserve, yet the federal regulators 
shutting this bank down within 24-hours last Friday March 10th has to be a record, 
almost as if it was planned Maybe because it was. Weeks earlier Forbes listed it among 
the best banks in America for the fifth year in a row. So, how could a financial institution 
so well connected in elite hierarchy fall from grace literally overnight. Like everything 
else these days, it’s just more wag-the-dog theater brought to you by humanity’s 
common enemy – the Rothschild, Rockefeller, royal bloodline Deep State cabal. 
 
On to more sobering consequences never brought under control by the federal 
regulators or Wall Street’s highly speculative casino mentality making easy quick bucks 
driven by yet more Wall Street greed, which never gets regulated or controlled by elite 
design. Today’s unfolding global financial crisis and its fallout from last week’s Silicon 
Valley bankruptcy has only just begun. Turns out SVB supplied massive amounts of 
capital to a number of Chinese tech venture capitalists and China’s startup 
entrepreneurs. The Shanghai Pudong Development Bank maintained a 50-50 business 
partnership with SVB as yet another means, through stealth infiltration, for CCP 
tentacles into the U.S. economy via SVB startup technologies. And right on cue, on 
Tuesday March 14th HSBC bought Silicon Valley Bank’s UK subsidiary. Like all the 
largest international banks, little more than a year ago, HSBC got spanked for its 
“unacceptable failings,” laundering money generated from trafficking commodities like 
drugs and small children, fined just £63.9m ($77 million USD). 
 
Venture capitalism funding and woke capital embracing the World Economic Forum’s 
Fourth Industrial Revolution model of ESG, which stands for Environmental, Social, 
Governance, are embodied in Silicon Valley Bank through its top five investors. SVB’s 
top three investing shareholders also happen to be the three wealthiest investment firms 
in the world – Vanguard, Blackrock and State Street. The fourth biggest SVB investor is 
a Swedish company called Electa Pensions and the fifth is America’s largest bank JP 
Morgan Chase. 
 
According to Bloomberg, billionaire venture capitalist Peter Thiel, through his Founders 
Fund, shortly prior to the SVB bank run, had encountered bank transfer difficulties with 
SVB and opted to withdraw his SVB investments. Then on Thursday March 9th, Thiel 

https://www.reuters.com/markets/us/ceo-failed-silicon-valley-bank-no-longer-director-sf-fed-2023-03-10/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11856235/Silicon-Valley-Bank-named-Forbes-Americas-Best-Banks-list-2023-days-collapse.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-03-10/svb-s-china-partner-urges-calm-says-business-not-affected
https://www.hsbc.com/news-and-media/hsbc-news/hsbc-buys-silicon-valley-bank-uk
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-59689581
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/SIVB/holders
https://www.businessinsider.com/peter-thiel-founders-fund-pulled-cash-svb-before-collapse-report-2023-3?op=1
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operating through his Founders Fund posted a statement urging other SVB’s depositors 
to immediately begin withdrawing their money, which in effect prompted the bank run on 
the Silicon Valley Bank that led to its quick demise. As of the very next day on Friday 
March 10th, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) regulators shut SVB down. 
What Thiel did is tantamount to causing a stampede racing for the exit door after yelling 
fire in a theater. Because of Thiel’s powerful oligarch status and his rationale that he 
was simply trying to assist other depositors to save their money in what he’d apparently 
concluded was a lost cause; Thiel will not likely suffer any consequences, legally nor 
financially from essentially causing the bank’s ruin. But then if it was planned, which it 
was, then Thiel’s implicated implicitly as a likely planner. 
 
At least the last couple years, Peter Thiel has also been an outspoken harsh vocal critic 
towards China, accusing it of stealing American technologies, intellectual property and 
top secrets, chastising Google and Apple for its too cozy a relationship with China, 
calling bitcoin China’s financial weapon, and wanting to ban TikTok. Thiel was also 
unhappy with SVB’s banking partnership with China’s startup venture capitalist Pudong 
Bank. In all likelihood, his disdain for China may have motivated Thiel to want to warn 
SVB depositors, viewing both China as well as SVB as unwanted, hostile competitors. 
 
Also, this banking crisis may well be a misdirected off-ramp to divert attention away 
from the West already losing interest in its lost war in Ukraine, with the mainstream 
media’s growing focus as of late depicting China as America’s chief adversary and 
enemy #1, politically, economically and militarily. Yet since Biden for years has been 
owned and controlled by Chinese Communist Party blackmail and bribery, in 
conjunction with the Federal Reserve, FDIC and his Treasurer Janet Yellen, Biden’s 
vow to pay back every SVB depositor’s loss, including the Chinese investors, once 
again has him bailing out China. This comes the very same day that House of 
Representatives Oversight Committee Chairman James Comer having launched his 
probe into Biden and son Hunter’s crimes with China, reports: 
 
It’s as bad as we thought – we have in hand documents that show Biden was getting 
money from Chinese Party. 
 
On Tuesday March 14th, the US Treasury conceded to Comer’s oversight committee 
investigation uncovering the power and control that China has through bribery and 
blackmail over the Biden crime family. Finally, after ignoring two previous requests, the 
Treasury is handing over bank records to Congress as the highly incriminating evidence 
of the illegal money trail from China, Russia, and Ukraine, straight to Joe Biden and 
family as the completely compromised imposter-in-thief president. 
 
As an aside note, similar to enemy of humanity Bill Gates being the U.S. biggest 
agricultural landowner pushing his bioweapons and artificial meat and insects for food, 
China has also been busily buying up America’s farmland like there’s no tomorrow. 
Whether to spy on top secret U.S. military installations like North Dakota’s Grand 
Forks Air Force Base a dozen miles away, or as an added source to feed its own 1.4 
billion population, China is becoming a growing threat to America’s own decreasing 

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/business/svb-collapse-peter-thiel-silicon-valley-
https://www.nationalreview.com/2021/06/china-is-stealing-our-technology-and-intellectual-property-congress-must-stop-it/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/04/07/peter-thiel-criticizes-google-and-apple-for-being-too-close-to-china-.html
https://www.scmp.com/tech/tech-war/article/3128755/peter-thiel-calls-bitcoin-chinese-financial-weapon-and-suggests-us
https://katehon.com/en/article/nato-showing-subtle-signs-war-fatigue-ukraine
https://thediplomat.com/2023/02/anti-china-rhetoric-is-off-the-charts-in-western-media/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/03/outrageous-silicon-valley-bank-provided-massive-amounts-of-capital-to-chinese-tech-ventures-biden-fdic-and-federal-reverse-are-bailing-it-out-clearly-biden-is-working-for-china/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/03/boom-oversight-chair-james-comer-its-as-bad-as-we-thought-we-have-in-hand-documents-that-show-biden-family-was-getting-money-from-chinese-communist-party/
https://nypost.com/2023/03/14/us-treasury-department-gives-house-gop-access-to-biden-family-suspicious-activity-reports/
https://thepostmillennial.com/chinas-purchase-of-us-farmland-is-a-national-security-concern
https://thepostmillennial.com/chinas-purchase-of-us-farmland-is-a-national-security-concern
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supply of food production, eagerly buying up precious U.S. farmland. North Dakota and 
South Dakota politicians have begun introducing legislation to prohibit China’s US land 
grab. 
 
Unsurprisingly, both Israel SVB investors and SVB’s own CEO and executives knew the 
bank was going down prior to its crash, taking full greedy advantage. As of Tuesday 
March 14th, the U.S. Department of Justice (DoJ) and Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) are launching investigations over Silicon Valley Bank’s abrupt 
collapse and any improprieties prior. For instance, Greg Becker, CEO of SVB Financial 
SVB’s parent company, just ahead of his own bank crash, sold almost 12,500 of his 
shares for $287 each on February 27th, making a cool $3.6 million only 11 days prior to 
SVB’s demise. 
 
Also, just as all Israeli firms with offices on the top floors of the twin towers prewarned 
not to show up for work on 9/11, Israeli firms with assets at SVB were alerted with a 
heads-up, perhaps from globalist financial overseer, U.S. Treasurer Janet Yellen. From 
a Sunday March 12th Times of Israel piece: 
 
Israel’s two largest banks, Bank Leumi and Bank Hapoalim, set up a situation room that 
has been operating around the clock to help firms transfer their money from SVB —
 before it was seized — to accounts in Israel. Over the past few days, teams at 
LeumiTech, the high-tech banking arm of Bank Leumi, have been able to help their 
Israeli clients transfer about $1 billion to Israel, the bank said. 
 
Israeli Khazarian mafia chieftain Bibi Netanyahu recently announced on social media: 
 
I am closely following the fall of the American investment bank, SVB, which has created 
a deep crisis in the high-tech world. 
 
With Bibi Netanyahu’s Israel the world’s high-tech powerbroker essentially challenging 
and replacing Silicon Valley in innovative technologies that subversively specialize in 
global cybersecurity that includes his nation’s infamous backdoor 
technologies infiltrating, stealing and selling other nations’ secrets, like America’s 
military, government and technology to highest bidders in China. After all, KM mafia 
boss Bibi should know, his chief political adversary, former Israeli Prime Minister Ehud 
Barak was Epstein’s best buddy and business partner. As prime minister yet again, now 
that Israel retrieved its money from the fallen SVB just in time, Netanyahu assures that 
his government will assist any Israeli SVB customers during the aftermath, making 
certain that any of their pedo-secrets remain safe with him. 
 
It’s worth a look at that ties running deep between Silicon Valley Bank, Israel’s largest 
bank Leumi Bank, America’s largest bank JP Morgan, Wells Fargo and Germany’s 
largest Deutsche Bank and the worldwide Epstein-Maxwell child sex trafficking 
blackmail operation. Many Israeli startup companies have been financed by SVB as well 
as Leumi Bank. Both of these are among a number of banks issued subpoenas by U.S. 
Virgin Islands Attorney General Denise George for their money laundering connections 

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/china-quiet-land-grab-threatens-most-valuable-resource
https://www.kitco.com/news/2023-03-14/SEC-and-DoJ-open-probes-into-the-collapse-of-SVB-and-stock-sales-by-executives.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/brianbushard/2023/03/10/svb-financial-ceo-sold-36-million-in-stock-before-banks-collapse/?sh=78bb605e4b2a
https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=63639
https://www.timesofisrael.com/tel-aviv-shares-drop-as-svb-failure-triggers-cash-flow-concern-for-israeli-startups/
https://sputniknews.com/20230311/israels-netanyahu-says-svb-bankruptcy-created-deep-crisis-in-tech-industry-1108300247.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/power-elite/2022/02/zionist-israel-betrays-us-in-world-takeover-aligning-with-americas-enemies-russia-and-china-2453384.html
https://www.jpost.com/international/new-book-details-ehud-baraks-relationship-with-jeffrey-epstein-682241
https://www.jpost.com/international/new-book-details-ehud-baraks-relationship-with-jeffrey-epstein-682241
https://abcnews.go.com/US/virgin-islands-government-subpoenas-multiple-banks-jeffrey-epsteins/story?id=72018117/
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to the Jeffrey Epstein-Guislaine Maxwell operation, sponsored and funded by both 
Israeli intelligence and Zionist billionaire Les Wexner, co-founding member of the 
Zionist Mega Group, a nefarious Jewish billionaire boys club that includes such pedo-
Clinton-linked luminaries as the late Edgar Bronfman, whose daughter Claire 
Bronfman is currently in prison for racketeering in the NXIVM sex cult scandal involving 
child sex trafficking, accused pedophile Hollywood director Steven Spielberg and Estee 
Lauder son and heir Ronald Lauder suspected as former Austrian US ambassador to 
have arranged Jeffrey Epstein’s fake Austrian passport. 
 
Incidentally, other globalist alleged SVB customers that lost money include high-profile 
celebrities Oprah Winfrey and royals Prince Harry and Meghan Markel. Oprah and the 
royals share best friends with famous pedophiles like Jimmy Savile, Jeffrey Epstein, 
Guislaine Maxwell and John of God – the first two the most infamous deceased 
pedophiles in the UK and US history, the latter two both presently incarcerated for child 
sex rape and trafficking crimes. No doubt he royals and Oprah got their money out in 
time. 
 
Though U.S. Virgin Islands prosecutor Denise George’s deep rabbit hole dive probing 
Epstein’s Deep State bank ties led to her boss, the U.S. Virgin Islands Governor Albert 
Bryan Jr in early January 2023 firing her for uncovering too much dirt, on December 
27th, 2022 she had filed a third lawsuit against JP Morgan, America’s largest bank under 
longtime Rothschild control. No coincidence that on December 27th Joe Biden also 
arrived in the Virgin Islands where his crime family owns property on an island just a few 
nautical miles from Epstein’s Orgy Island to spend the holidays. And it’s also definitely 
no accident that the very day after puppet Biden left the Virgin Islands, the island puppet 
governor suddenly fired his extremely competent attorney general without explanation. 
 
As soon as Denise George honed in on JP Morgan, she was no longer the US territory’s 
Attorney General. That in and of itself speaks volumes… like the Rothschild banking 
cartel sponsors the Epstein-Maxwell sexual blackmail operations as one and the same 
partners-in-crime. Prior to her termination, prosecutor Denise George managed to win 
two financial lawsuit settlements against both Deutsche Bank for $150 million as one 
among many Epstein money laundering lenders as well as against the Epstein estate 
itself, collecting $105 million for her citizens. 
 
In the lawsuit against JP Morgan Bank linked to money laundering, the very same day 
that Silicon Valley Bank was going belly up on March 9th, the Manhattan U.S. district 
court judge ordered CEO Jamie Dimon and his JP Morgan Bank to cough up more 
documents from 2015-2019 in the U.S. Virgin Islands’ lawsuit accusing the bank of 
aiding/money laundering the Epstein-Maxwell operation. As the dominos fall, last week 
JP Morgan sued Jes Staley, former JP Morgan senior executive as Epstein’s personal 
banker and later Barclays Bank CEO, for his intimate ties to the Epstein-Maxwell 
operation. Between 2008 and 2012, Staley and Epstein exchanged 1,200 emails. They 
spanned just before, during and after Epstein’s first arrest and “sweetheart deal.” 
 

https://pedoempire.org/chapter-39-epstein-maxwell-zionist-blackmail-operation-lucifers-nwo-control-matrix-dissected/
https://www.unz.com/wwebb/mega-group-maxwells-and-mossad-the-spy-story-at-the-heart-of-the-jeffrey-epstein-scandal/
https://www.ctvnews.ca/world/hillary-clinton-shimon-peres-honour-edgar-bronfman-at-ny-memorial-1.1662468
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/nxvim-benefactor-clare-bronfman-who-gave-financial-support-keith-raniere-n1241556
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/nxvim-benefactor-clare-bronfman-who-gave-financial-support-keith-raniere-n1241556
https://pedoempire.org/pedophilia-empire-chapter-42-the-nxivm-scandal-the-sex-cult-megalomania-and-pedophilia-protected-by-the-pedo-cabal/
https://www.citizensdawn.com/story/Steven_Spielberg_~_Tom_Hanks_Accused_of_Pedophilia_1089
https://geopolitics.co/2019/08/12/mega-group-maxwells-and-mossad-the-heart-of-the-jeffrey-epstein-scandal/
https://www.newsweek.com/meghan-markle-prince-harry-svbwhat-we-do-know-what-we-dont-1787659
https://jameshfetzer.org/2023/01/joachim-hagopian-two-female-icons-oprah-winfrey-and-madonna-globalist-dark-side-operators-in-pedophilia/
https://pedoempire.org/chapter-33-the-british-royal-family-pedophilia-and-the-end-of-a-1200-year-parasitic-monarchy/
https://pedoempire.org/chapter-19-sir-jimmy-savile-british-historys-biggest-pedophile-sexual-blackmail-kingpin-vip-pimp-bbc-pedophile-ringleader-and-the-massive-cover-up/
https://pedoempire.org/chapter-39-epstein-maxwell-zionist-blackmail-operation-lucifers-nwo-control-matrix-dissected/
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-virgin-islands-fires-attorney-general-epstein-cases-96119846
https://apnews.com/article/biden-politics-united-states-government-us-virgin-islands-district-of-columbia-89e3d8d99abb932be55fdc155a65a50c
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-virgin-islands-fires-attorney-general-epstein-cases-96119846
https://nypost.com/2023/03/09/jpmorgan-must-hand-over-jamie-dimons-records-in-jeffrey-epstein-suit/
https://lawandcrime.com/jeffrey-epstein-2/jpmorgan-sues-its-ex-senior-banker-jes-staley-claiming-he-concealed-his-personal-activities-with-jeffrey-epstein/
https://lawandcrime.com/jeffrey-epstein-2/jpmorgan-sues-its-ex-senior-banker-jes-staley-claiming-he-concealed-his-personal-activities-with-jeffrey-epstein/
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Other financial institutions subpoenaed for also being suspected of same illicit activities 
with same infamous pedophile trafficker are also Silicon Valley Bank, Israel’s favorite 
startup and nation’s largest bank Leumi Bank, Charles Schwab that was hit with a $3 
billion loss in the SVB meltdown, and other big boy banks Wells Fargo and Citibank 
among others. Again, as a huge income source for all of the world’s largest banks, 
controlled by the same usual bloodline suspects, they are all profiting from 
the pedophilia scourge afflicting our planet. The sooner we all know this, the sooner 
they can all be brought to justice. 
 
As another international bank source linked criminally to Epstein, let’s take a closer look 
at Germany’s largest bank Deutsche, having lost its lawsuit filed and won by Virgin 
Islands AG Denise George. Deutsche Bank, headquartered in the Rothschild cartel’s 
hometown of Frankfurt, possesses a long, dubious reputation and track record as a 
money laundering front for organized crime enterprises. The main office of Germany’s 
largest lender was raided by German federal police and federal regulators only ten 
months ago. For two days in 2018, 170 police raided this same headquarters for 
evidence the bank was helping clients evade taxes, which is easily a cover for money 
laundering as well. The year prior in 2017, the bank was fined $630 million by U.S. and 
UK authorities for a money laundering operation allegedly out of Russia. 
 
In January of 2017, it also was hit with a massive $7.2 billion fine for contributing to an 
international financial crisis lying to investors about its mortgage-backed securities. 
Authorities two years earlier fined Deutsche $2.5 billion for rigging the Libor interest rate 
between 2003 and 2007. How else can Deutsche continue paying out billions in 
penalties while continually engaging in organized crime activity, unless its revenue 
generated from said crimes supersedes all risk and legal payouts doing nonstop 
business with shady criminals like Epstein? On extremely shaky ground now, it’s 
believed to be the next domino to fall. 
 
No surprise that child sex trafficker-blackmailing pedophile Jeffrey Epstein would turn to 
this criminals’ bank of all banks to money launder his two decade long international 
pedo-operation. After losing its case involving laundered Epstein cash in July 2020, 
Deutsche was penalized yet again, incurring a mere $150 million fine for all its years 
partnering with and profiting from Epstein-Maxwell’s despicable shady business, simply 
looking the other way throughout. The $150 million slap on the hand for Germany’s 
largest bank a year after Epstein’s death was a mere pittance for “significant compliance 
failures, mistakes and sloppiness,” not for get caught again knowingly money laundering 
perhaps billions belonging to the most infamous pedophile-trafficking blackmailer in the 
entire world. 
 
Again, the bottom line here is the central banking cartel, owned and operated for 
centuries by the Rothschild-Rockefeller pedo-bloodline overlords, are running out of all 
its laundered cash from Ukraine’s dried-up revenue-streams to this week’s current 
shakedown of regional woke-tech-green agenda ESG banks in America owned by 
BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street. In today’s Deep State cabal, all banking roads 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/business-news/charles-schwab-lost-3-billion-of-personal-wealth-in-a-week/447567
https://www.entrepreneur.com/business-news/charles-schwab-lost-3-billion-of-personal-wealth-in-a-week/447567
https://pedoempire.org/contents/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/apr/29/deutsche-bank-hq-frankfurt-raided-suspected-money-laundering
https://nypost.com/2017/01/17/deutsche-bank-agrees-to-pay-7-2b-for-lying-to-investors/
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/07/07/business/jeffrey-epstein-deutsche-bank-fine/index.html
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lead to Epstein [or others like him, as the Mike Gill evidence in New Hampshire shows], 
organized pedo-crime, insolvency and usury theft bleeding us dry. 
 
Per the passage of the 2010 Dodd-Frank Act to ward off another banking blowout after 
the leery 2008 bailout, more federal regulators were deployed on the financial scene to 
ostensibly slow down bankers’ casino driven speculation over those uncontrollably 
nasty, debt-consuming derivatives. Yet it had zero impact because greed amongst 
operators within this usury-debtor fractional reserve banking system controlled by the 
Rothschild’s never changes. So used to having their way, why change? Analyst Michael 
Hudson notes: 
 
There is an even larger elephant in the room: derivatives. Volatility increased last 
Thursday and Friday. The turmoil has reached vast magnitudes beyond what 
characterized the 2008 crash of AIG and other speculators. Today, JP Morgan Chase 
and other New York banks have tens of trillions of dollar valuations of derivatives – 
casino bets on which way interest rates, bond prices, stock prices and other measures 
will change. 
 
By the Federal Reserve rapidly raising interest rates this year from zero to 4.75%, it’s 
taken a severe toll on the currently deflated market value of Treasury bonds, worth far 
less than the $620 billion in yet unrealized potential loss. A March 13th Washington 
Examiner article weighed in: 
 
Fallout from the Silicon Valley Bank collapse has directed attention to a $620 billion 
ticking time bomb in the banking system that has the potential to spell doom for the 
financial system. 
 
The domino effect of failing banks appears to be cascading throughout the banking 
industry as First Republic Bank shares plummeted nearly 70% on March 13th alone. 
Last week both the Silicon Valley Bank followed by the third biggest bank failure in U.S. 
history, the Manhattan-based Signature Bank became the next financial institutions to 
crater catering to the cryptocurrency industry. Signature’s CEO Scott Shay clearly spent 
too much time ensuring his staff was up on all the latest transgender pronoun etiquette 
and not enough on sound banking principles after it was reported he ran a seminar for 
his workers last October called “Know Your Pronouns.” This same fate has befallen 
another crypto lender Silvergate, also shutting down liquefying its assets. So, each day 
this last week, one-by-one another regional financial institution serving hi-tech crypto 
market wokeness is tanking, again by elites’ design. 
 
Meanwhile, habitual government liars like Biden and the U.S. Treasury Department’s 
Janet Yellen insist that banks are still a safe bet, and that demand for small and 
midsized lenders’ depositor outflows are slowing, (i.e., euphemistic language for no 
major bank runs spreading to destabilize citizens’ total lack of confidence in U.S. 
financial institutions). That’s only because Janet Yellen, the Fed Reserve’s Jerome 
Powell and Biden promise their paper fiat manufacturing plant will be working overtime 
to reimburse all depositors’ losses, driving up the hyperinflation rate overnight so our 

https://jameshfetzer.org/2023/02/joachim-hagopian-mike-gill-turned-down-50-million-in-hush-money-to-expose-criminal-cartel-that-owns-the-world/
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hudson-why-banking-system-breaking
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hudson-why-banking-system-breaking
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/silicon-valley-bank-collapse-spotlight-620-billion-hole
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/silicon-valley-bank-collapse-spotlight-620-billion-hole
https://nypost.com/2023/03/13/first-republic-bank-falls-over-60-after-svb-signature-collapse/
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/12/regulators-close-new-yorks-signature-bank-citing-systemic-risk.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2023/03/14/signature-bank-chairman-led-know-pronouns-seminar/
https://thegovernmentrag.com/articles/staged-us-banking-meltdown-obscures-direct-ties-to-global-drug-pedo-trafficking-network/JPMorgan%20Chase%20(JPM),%20Bank%20of%20America%20(BAC),%20Wells%20Fargo%20(WFC)%20and%20Citigroup%20(C)%20all%20suffered%20drops%20of%20between%204%25%20and%207%25%20Thursday
https://news.yahoo.com/us-govt-rules-svb-bailout-142716231.html
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U.S. dollar in a few days or weeks will likely become worthless. When the already shaky 
ground crumbles, the US dollar crash is imminent and the global house of cards 
economic and financial infrastructure will be freefalling dominos. 
 
The November 2022 bust of the giant crypto fraud FTX scandal got this criminal 
wrecking ball rolling bigtime, exposing Deep State cabal’s criminal liability tied to 
Ukraine’s Biden-DNC-money laundering machine. Former Federal Reserve chair Janet 
Yellen, who criminally protected the FTX scam operation providing kickback bribes to up 
to one third of all Congress members, mostly the woke leftist Commie Democrats. 
Meanwhile, with Yellen’s links to her Stanford professor days with her best bud peers, 
the young fraudster Sam Bankman-Fried’s professor parents, Treasurer Yellen is now 
pulling more strings behind this unprecedented banking crisis bailout, printing money 
out of thin air until it’s worth zero just to avoid the inevitable collapse a little longer. 
 
The Federal Reserve announced on Sunday March 12th it is offering loans to all failing 
depository institutions up to one year under its new Bank Term Funding Program 
(BTFP). America’s Rothschild private central banking system deceptively given the 
misnomer Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. and US 
Treasury Secretary Yellen rushed to plug the gaping, ever-widening crack in the cabal 
mafia money laundering dam about ready to burst, guaranteeing the bailout of this 
entire failing bank meltdown. But the reality of merely printing up more fiat money to pay 
back all depositors of all the mounting insolvent banks is an unwinnable proposition as a 
mere short-term band-aid kicking the proverbial can down the road, doomed to fail, and 
certain to send inflation rates sky high virtually overnight. 
 
So, when you wake up one day to find your dollar is worth nothing, we’ll all be sh%t out 
of luck, unless you’re fortunate enough to have prudently invested in tangible, durable, 
lasting assets that retain their value like silver and gold. But again, that does nothing for 
the 64% of Americans who are living paycheck to paycheck, which now even applies to 
over half of Americans earning more than $100,000 yearly, or the near half who have 
less than $500 total savings. As energy bills double, hyperinflation is likely kicking in, 
and survival costs going through the roof, tough times lie ahead when the dollar is dead 
as the international reserve currency with utterly worthless purchasing power, this 
genocidal catastrophe in the making, intentionally perpetrated by psychopathic elites, 
offers a dystopian future for billions of people around the globe. 
 
Unless as a human species we undergo a transformation in higher consciousness to 
create and build a whole new world from ground level up, led by those not of the “same 
as the old boss” ilk, our future looks outright grim. But if we reject the World Economic 
Forum’s Great Reset and its assured digitalized enslavement, we can make the 
difference between life and death, happiness and sorrow, joy and suffering. It may be a 
tall order challenge facing humanity today, but any alternative choice accepting where 
the criminals are rapidly taking us, from my point of view, it’s worse than death. As 
the New Hampshire state motto says, “Live Free or Die,” or as revolutionary Patrick 
Henry stated in 1775, “Give me liberty or give me death.” 

https://www.reuters.com/markets/currencies/dollar-slides-us-intervenes-svb-collapse-2023-03-13/
https://www.moneymetals.com/news/2023/03/10/alert-bank-dominoes-falling-002700
https://rense.com/general97/ftx-crypto-pt6.php
https://rense.com/general97/ftx-crypto-pt6.php
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/podcastnews/naked-emperor-q-and-a-1.6775146
https://www.investopedia.com/us-emergency-bank-measures-7254315
https://money.usnews.com/credit-cards/articles/how-many-americans-are-living-paycheck-to-paycheck
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/personalfinance/nearly-half-of-americans-earning-more-than-100k-now-report-living-paycheck-to-paycheck-here-s-why-your-savings-are-more-important-now-than-ever/ar-AA18dfwm
https://www.aol.com/finance/nearly-half-americans-less-500-120012226.html
https://newengland.com/today/living/new-england-history/live-free-or-die-new-hampshire-motto/
https://www.history.com/news/patrick-henrys-liberty-or-death-speech-240-years-ago
https://www.history.com/news/patrick-henrys-liberty-or-death-speech-240-years-ago
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All of the frantic stopgap measures rolled out by the powerbrokers that created this 
mess to begin with, just to kick the proverbial can down the road as a temporary delay, 
will not prevent the inevitable dam from bursting wide open into a torrential flood of 
worldwide bankruptcy debt that in weeks, months or even days, will consume us as a 
major global depression. The flipside to this major challenge struggling for survival will 
also bring down the unsustainable, insolvent Rothschild central banks of Wall Street 
and City of London. 
 
In the short term within this parasitic food chain milieu, big fish eat the little fish, and all 
four largest U.S. banks – JP Morgan, Wells Fargo, Morgan Stanley, Bank of America – 
overnight gained enormous assets in capital from the flood of new depositors running 
for the Trojan horse shelter. According to Bloomberg, Bank of America raked in $15 
billion in the last few days, but a few short days earlier on Thursday March 9th during 
that single day, B of A lost $16.16 billion while America’s largest bank, JP Morgan, slid 
$22 billion into the red, and those same top four banks lost a whopping $55 billion that 
day. Today’s market volatility combined with the public’s increasing lack of confidence in 
banks and bank run contagion amidst severe loss of U.S. dollar value within the 
nontransparent, artificial machine that unscrupulously does everything to cover up and 
obscure its darker truth, cannot possibly overturn its inherently flawed, systemic tsunami 
of warning signs blaring out loud that today’s financial system is destined to combust. 
But then that’s the intention. Cutting a little excessive woke fat from regional banks only 
consolidates power into the fewer big boy hands, making it easier for a global meltdown 
crisis towards one world government. Yep, just the latest WMD out of the puppet 
masters’ arsenal. 
 
Many financial analysts including the mainstream now admit to foreboding trends and 
forecasts for the banking industry sector, not to mention the shell-shocked Big Tech 
industry. Some analysts like Jim Willie believe that most of the big banks are already 
insolvent, and a number of international banks – investor Robert Kyosaki who predicted 
the Lehman Brothers demise, believes Credit Suisse may be next to fall into insolvency, 
other claims that scandalous Deutsche Bank will soon be joining them. Citing banks’ 
“rapidly deteriorating operating environment,” Moody’s Investors Service just lowered 
the US banking system from stable to negative. 
 
The Federal Reserve Modus Operandi – printing up more fiat currency to avoid losing 
depositors’ life savings in order to hold off major bank runs by millions rushing to 
desperately withdraw money cannot possibly stave off the final inevitable blow – the 
Grand Crash of 2023 into 2024, likely to render the 1930s Great Depression a joyride in 
the park. This house of cards economy temporarily being propped up on artificial life 
support defies the fact that its crumbling foundation is about to collapse and freefall into 
oblivion. It’s long been planned as the elites’ Great Reset. 
 
Per an alleged World Economic Forum insider, who held senior executive positions at 
Enron, Lehman Brothers and, since 2007 at Silicon Valley Bank as its chief 
administrative officer, Joseph Gentile was allegedly caught boasting that the 
SVB collapse was a deliberately executed scheme that went according to diabolical 

https://www.news18.com/business/svb-collapse-other-banks-gain-bank-of-america-jpmorgan-citi-wells-fargo-gain-new-deposits-7298107.html
https://www.news18.com/business/svb-collapse-other-banks-gain-bank-of-america-jpmorgan-citi-wells-fargo-gain-new-deposits-7298107.html
https://www.sgtreport.com/2023/03/new-dr-jim-willie-banks-are-on-the-brink-and-new-countries-joining-brics/
https://www.ibtimes.com/investor-predicts-credit-suisse-will-shut-down-next-3676691
https://beincrypto.com/are-credit-suisse-and-deutsche-bank-on-the-brink-of-collapse-and-what-does-it-mean-for-crypto/
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/14/moodys-cuts-outlook-on-us-banking-system-to-negative-citing-rapidly-deteriorating-operating-environment.html
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/2nd-biggest-bank-failure-in-u-s-history-we-found-our-enron-on-the-verge-of-a-much-bigger-collapse-than-2008/
https://www.newsweek.com/who-joseph-gentile-silicon-valley-bank-exec-scrutinized-after-collapse-1787182
https://newspunch.com/wef-insider-admits-silicon-valley-bank-crash-is-a-great-reset-scam/
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plan to unleash the domino effect on the entire banking industry, soon leading to global 
financial ruin. Just ahead of the 2008 defunct Lehman Brothers, its chief financial officer 
Joseph Gentile in 2007 “slipped out the back Jack, made a new plan Stan, to get 
himself free,” and onto SVB as Deep State’s serial demolition man from Deep State hell. 
Brendon O’Connell has a worthwhile take on the banking crisis, linking it back to 
courageous whistleblower Mike Gill, exposing the banking cabal’s mafia operations and 
control in New Hampshire. He unveils how the giant multibillion-dollar, ultra-plush 
Boston Private Bank & Trust Company serves as the cutout corporation for its tiny 
registered agent CT Corporation up the road in the capital of New Hampshire Concord, 
in order to hide the biggest drug and human sex trafficking money laundering operation 
in the world. On July 1, 2021, Boston Private Bank became an SVB acquisition to its 
parent company SVB Financial Group, registered as a foreign profit corporation, aka 
global trafficking operation launderer. According to Brendon, per the Pandora Papers: 
 
Drug money launders set up limited liability and trust companies just like this dodgy little 
shithole office [CT Corporation]. Silicon Valley Bank is a drug running bank with strong 
ties to Israel… It collapsed because the large account managers realized that the Mike 
Gill revelations and a Congressional inquiry were coming and they jumped ship 
immediately, crashing the bank… The Pandora Papers identified New Hampshire with 
$932 billion in drug money as the largest money laundering operation in the world and 
Mike Gill exposed it fully at huge cost to himself and his $300 million business they took 
from him. 
 
But this entire unfolding calamity is merely the staged deadly symptom as part of the 
long festering disease created by predatory bloodline controllers’ international banking 
cartel. But with Ukraine their “devil’s playground,” where trillions in lost revenue streams 
have dried up since the Russian Special Military [cleanup] Operation began, the Deep 
State cabal’s child sex trafficking, drug trafficking, human organ trafficking and arms 
trafficking along with dozens of decommissioned DoD bioweapon labs, have all been 
cut off and now becoming fully exposed. 
 
Though their Great Reset includes their current banking meltdown, their Grand Plan did 
not include their lost power demolishing its lifeblood cutoff from their pre-2022 booming 
organized crime industry. The bloodlines’ banking cabal cannot survive without its lost 
trillions from the harvesting and trafficking of children’s commoditized lifeblood, literally. 
The evil controlling this earth for millennia is fast losing its grip of power and control as 
we uncover all the divide and conquer deception and “problem-reaction-solution” M.O.’s 
that aren’t working as effectively anymore. As a result, this Rothschild controlled 
criminal cabal is growing more desperate by the day, and that’s why it’s full speed 
ahead, plunging humanity off the nuclear Armageddon cliff. If they are doomed to 
perish, then as Satanists they’re determined to doom us all. 
 
When all else fails, world war is always the controlling bankers’ readymade answer. So 
this last year they’ve been revving up their warmongering rhetoric demonizing the 
designated “Evil Empire”/“axis-of-evil” narrative [retreads from the Reagan/Bush days], 
spinning the same old propaganda lies against the West’s same old Cold War enemies 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fu4HH7DtbaY
https://jameshfetzer.org/2023/02/joachim-hagopian-mike-gill-turned-down-50-million-in-hush-money-to-expose-criminal-cartel-that-owns-the-world/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-BBQ9gHoFQ
https://www.svb.com/news/company-news/svb-financial-group-completes-acquisition-of-boston-private2
https://jameshfetzer.org/2022/10/joachim-hagopian-devils-playground-ukraine-is-crime-cabals-last-stand-resorting-to-false-flag-to-blame-putin-for-nukes/
https://jameshfetzer.org/2023/03/joachim-hagopian-how-we-got-to-todays-precipice-the-rothschild-deep-state-cabal-is-imploding/
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– Russia, China, Iran, North Korea. We’ve seen this rerun before, only this time we’re 
not buying it. 
 
The globalists represented by the Anglo-American-Zio Empire operated by the 
Khazarian mafia, personified by the likes of Klaus Schwab and his bloodline controlling 
3-R friends, the royals, Rothschild’’s and Rockefellers et al, over the last several 
decades teamed up with the Chinese Communist Party, using its top-down model of 
centralized tyranny to hone in on one world government control over a depopulated 
humanity, by means of mostly targeting the West through the genocidal death jab and 
unrestricted hybrid warfare. Puppets Biden, Obama, the DNC and the rest of the 
uniparty traitors and WEF groomed G7 leaders are following their Rothschild/CCP 
puppet masters’ marching orders as useful idiots to further undermine and overthrow 
every country’s national sovereignty and Constitution through a plethora of means. The 
global genocide and UN World Health Organization’s Pandemic Treaty power grab for 
more mandated lockdowns and kill shots hasn’t gone away, designed to supersede all 
national sovereignty on yet one more aggressive front. 
 
The elites’ Great Reset is their relentless onslaught of WMDs intended to wreak 
worldwide havoc, chaos, mass dieoff and total destruction against today’s shrinking 
global population, simultaneously timed with their long engineered global economy 
collapse. This current wave of bank failures is the latest centralized power grab to 
implement digital currency control. The planetary controllers are going down, the big 
question is how many of us will they take with them? Global pushback and opposition 
against their 15-minute smart cities, digital IDs and cashless digital currency is our 
optimal pathway out of this peril through noncompliance, unified by our overwhelming 
numbers and resolve to defeat their neo-feudal dystopian enslavement. 
 
Joachim Hagopian is a West Point graduate, former Army officer and author of “Don’t 
Let the Bastards Getcha Down,” exposing a faulty US military leadership system based 
on ticket punching up the seniority ladder, invariably weeding out the best and brightest, 
leaving mediocrity and order followers rising to the top as politician-bureaucrat generals 
designated to lose every modern US war by elite design. After the military, Joachim 
earned a master’s degree in Clinical Psychology and worked as a licensed therapist in 
the mental health field with abused youth and adolescents for more than a quarter 
century. In Los Angeles he found himself battling the largest county child protective 
services in the nation within America’s thoroughly broken and corrupt child welfare 
system. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Mr. Hagopian has an accurate understanding of the banking and financial industry in 
this country.  I have followed the criminal activities for forty years now and we are 
running out time to save the national system of cash and credit.  I began writing about 
the Federal Reserve in my articles as early as 1997.  Most of you never heard of the 
Plunge Protection Team, a secret group that has manipulated the stock market.  I was a 
personal victim of the corruption and criminal activity that engulfs borrowers and lenders 

https://truthtalk.uk/2022/klaus-schwab-says-china-has-become-a-model-nation-for-many-others/
https://newamericangovernment.org/exposed-full-list-of-klaus-schwabs-next-generation-of-wef-young-global-leaders/
https://jameshfetzer.org/2023/03/patrick-j-mcshay-the-whos-pandemic-treaty-is-a-new-world-order-communist-police-state/
http://www.redredsea.net/westpointhagopian/indexpage.html
http://www.redredsea.net/westpointhagopian/indexpage.html
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which touches nearly 100% of the population.  The stock markets are nothing more than 
gambling casinos.  But as many people know, the best way to rob a bank is to own one! 
There are currently 4,844 insured commercial banks, according to the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation (FDIC).   
 
Since the 1980s, the Number of Banks in the U.S. Has Declined 
The FDIC began counting the number of commercial banks in 1934. That year, 14,146 
commercial banks were operating in the United States.  
 
That number didn’t change much for the next 50 years. After a low of 13,114 in 1959, 
the U.S. commercial bank count climbed to an all-time high of 14,469 in 1983. The 
following year, the FDIC began tracking the number of savings banks. The inaugural 
count was 3,550, for a total of 17,810 commercial and savings banks in the United 
States. 
 
The U.S. population nearly doubled from 1934 to 1984, so while the number of U.S. 
banks per capita declined during this period, the industry appeared more or less stable. 
In other words, new banks formed about as quickly as old ones failed or merged. 
 
Then, in the mid-1980s, something changed. 
 
 The number of active banks in the U.S. dropped by nearly 6,000 in just 10 years, from 
17,754 in 1986 to 11,929 in 1995. This drop coincided with the savings and loan crisis 
of the late 1980s when thousands of smaller banks went belly-up as real estate prices 
and mortgage origination activity declined. 
 
But the number kept dropping. In economic boom times and recessions alike, the 
number of banks in the U.S. fell every year after 1995. Meanwhile, the number of newly 
chartered banks (newly formed financial institutions) fell from 232 in 1999 to just 9 in 
2021. In 2014 and 2016, no new banks came into being.  
 
Three factors explain the decline in the number of banks operating in the U.S.: bank 
failures, bank mergers, and the lack of new banking charters. 
 
Bank Failures 
Bank failures tend to happen in waves, and they’re often tied to economic conditions. 
For example, interest rates rose rapidly during the early 1980s. Smaller thrift banks had 
no choice but to pay higher interest rates to attract new deposits — in some cases, 
higher than the rates on the fixed-interest mortgages they’d issued not long before. 
Bleeding money and unable to offload low-interest mortgages no other banks wanted, 
more than 1,000 thrifts failed by the end of the 1980s.  
 
The Great Recession of the late 2000s caused a smaller wave of bank failures with a 
few high-profile victims. These banks borrowed to the gills to buy mortgage-backed 
assets that turned out to be worthless, and when the bill came due, they couldn’t bear 
the losses. 
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The good news is the bank failure rate has trailed off since then. It’s extremely low by 
historical standards, and even the violent economic shock of the COVID-19 pandemic 
didn’t do much to alter the trend.  
 
Bank Mergers 
Since the FDIC began keeping records, the general trend in the banking industry has 
been toward consolidation. Bigger banks needed to buy smaller banks to keep growing, 
and smaller banks often found it easier to sell than deal with state and federal 
regulations. 
 
Conditions have been even more difficult for small banks since the Great Recession, 
which prompted a new wave of federal regulation and faster growth of online banks. 
Stricter federal regulation is a good thing for consumers. But it’s a major headache and 
financial drain for smaller banks that can’t spare the money and human resources to 
satisfy regulators’ requirements. 
 
Online banking is arguably an even bigger threat to small banks’ independence. When 
you can do all your banking on your phone, why would you remain loyal to a local brick-
and-mortar bank that can’t even match its digital competitors’ rates?   
 
New Bank Charters 
Dozens or hundreds of banks formed every year until the Great Recession. Since then, 
the pace has slowed to a crawl. In all but one year since 2010, newly chartered banks 
numbered in the single digits. 
 
The most obvious reason for the drop-off is post-Great Recession regulation, but 
persistently low interest rates are also to blame. Banking just isn’t as profitable as it 
used to be, despite banks’ best efforts to devise creative new fees and surcharges.   
U.S. banks were sitting on $620 billion in unrealized losses (assets that have decreased 
in price but haven’t been sold yet) at the end of 2022, according to the FDIC. 
 
This is like a “ticking” time bomb.  The recent actions of the Fed to allegedly control 
inflation have proved to be the issue.  Last week Bill Holter in an interview with Greg 
Hunter of Watchdog News explained, the issue boils down to saving the system or 
saving the dollar.  The Fed has chosen to save the system and let the dollar hang out to 
die!  What this means is that inflation will get out of control and begin to look like the 
Weimar Republic of the 1930s.   
 
As Bill Holter said, the Fed cannot save both the system and the dollar; it had to choose 
one or the other.  Here is the link to Bill Holter’s report from last Sunday’s report.   
 
Special Sunday Night Report  Save Dollar or Financial System, Not Both – Bill Holter | 
Greg Hunter’s USAWatchdog 
  

https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=EuKr8&m=3YB6ZOE.Rc6cBfA&b=PtK5RmNq4Nd2gJxgkOoBvg
https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=EuKr8&m=3YB6ZOE.Rc6cBfA&b=PtK5RmNq4Nd2gJxgkOoBvg
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To simplify the complexity of what America faces, you are screwed one way or another. 
Inflation will eat away at your dollar’s value, or you will be taxed to death by the system 
debt and the money required servicing that debt.   
 
Precious metals expert and financial writer Bill Holter said last summer that the Fed rate 
increases would tank the economy.  The collapse of SVB (Silicon Valley Bank) is the 
latest sign the Fed is breaking the financial system.  Will it continue to raise interest 
rates as Fed Head Jay Powell said this past week?  Holter says that is the biggest 
question out there because it comes down to picking what you want to save.  It’s the 
U.S. dollar or the financial system.  Holter explains, “They can save one thing or the 
other.  They can save the financial system, or they can save the dollar.  If they save the 
dollar, they will have to raise rates, and they will have to keep tightening.  To save the 
financial system, they will have to loosen.  They have tightened so hard and so fast over 
the last year they have raised rates and tightened faster than any time before.  This is in 
the face of the biggest over-levered situation in history no matter how you look at it. . . . 
They can only do one or the other, and they already look like fools.  The world is already 
laughing at the United States.  Think of what Russia and China think when we are 
walking out some army general wearing a skirt.  We are getting to the end game.” 
 
Holter, who is also a precious metals broker from Miles Franklin, says the bankruptcy of 
SVB is just the tip of the default iceberg.  Holter says, “The problem is a global 
bankruptcy.  In order to avoid the bankruptcy, you don’t go from bank A to bank B or 
some sovereign treasury.  You don’t go to paper because paper can bankrupt.  It’s 
going to dawn on people all of a sudden that gold and silver are the safe havens.  That’s 
going to create a ‘failure to deliver’ event, and when you get failure to deliver, all 
confidence is gone.  This is all about confidence.  Failure to deliver is coming soon 
because you are talking about big, big money, and there is not big, big supply. . . . My 
phone has been blowing up all weekend.  People are wanting wiring instructions so they 
can wire money Monday morning. . . .This failure to deliver event is right in front of us.” 
 
You might think everything will be safe in the bank because of FDIC deposit insurance.  
That is not totally true because the government basically turned depositors into creditors 
in 2012.  Holter says, “In 2012 or 2013, the FDIC amended their rules and said there 
would no longer be bailouts, but bail-ins.  People don’t understand that when there is a 
bail-in and a bank goes down, it takes all or part of the money they are holding on your 
behalf to make themselves solvent.  It is no surprise that Janet Yellen (Treasury 
Secretary) is saying there are not going to be bailouts because it’s been official policy 
for ten years or more. . . .There are cockroaches everywhere.   The whole system is 
rotten to the core.  The whole system is over-levered.  The whole system is fraudulent.  
The entire system is a Ponzi scheme . . . . The government of the reserve currency of 
the world has to borrow a trillion dollars a year to stay solvent.  That’s ridiculous.” 
 
Holter thinks big inflation is coming when the Fed has to cut rates to save the system.  
He says, “The government will inflate or die.” 
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There is a lot more in the 46-minute interview.  It is by far the most important information 
that the little guy can benefit.  The “Plan” of the Global Elite is to collapse the global 
banking system in a gradual fashion to force the public to beg for saving their wealth.  It 
is at this point we will see the Hegelian Dialectic introduced in the form of the Central 
Bank Digital Currency.  Banking will evaporate, all banks will be dissolved into what the 
Bible describes as a “cashless” society. 
 
Once a person becomes caught in this system they become the slave of the Antichrist 
in total control of humanity.  This man is none other than Prince Charles of Wales.   
 

 
 
Old “Sausage Fingers” is the head of the “Global Reset” agenda and is behind 
everything we have seen comes to pass since he first introduced his plan in 2020.   This 
degenerate is slated to be crowned the King of England on May 6th, 2023. If you are 
laughing at this statement above about the Prince being the Biblical False Messiah of 
Revelation 13:17, you need to read my article here:   The Blessed Hope, Part 149 
 
Click onto the link and see for yourself the evidence that his coronation event is even 
planned to mirror and simulate the events of the original Hebrew Passover of the 
Israelites leaving Egypt.    
 
The world was in the early stage of the Covid-pandemic hoax and totally panicked by 
fear of what was referred to by Dr. Anthony T. Fauci’s words, “a novel rogue virus!”  
Those words were like yelling “FIRE” in a crowded movie theater!  Covid was simply a 
distraction that could then be used as a control mechanism to shut down global 
economies.  While the public lived in a psyop of fear Prince Charles was announcing his 
“Great Reset” scheme. 

http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/TBH149.pdf
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For decades, progressives have attempted to use climate change to justify liberal policy 
changes. But their latest attempt – a new proposal called the “Great Reset” – is the 
most ambitious and radical plan the world has seen in more than a generation. 
 
At a virtual meeting in June, 2020 hosted by the World Economic Forum, some of the 
planet’s most powerful business leaders, government officials and activists announced 
a proposal to “reset” the global economy. Instead of traditional capitalism, the high-
profile group said the world should adopt more socialistic policies, such as wealth taxes, 
additional regulations and massive Green New Deal-like government programs.  
 
“Every country, from the United States to China, must participate, and every industry, 
from oil and gas to tech, must be transformed,” wrote Klaus Schwab, the founder and 
executive chairman of the World Economic Forum, in an article published on WEF’s 
website. “In short, we need a ‘Great Reset’ of capitalism.”  
 
Schwab also said that “all aspects of our societies and economies” must be “revamped,” 
“from education to social contracts and working conditions.”  
 
Joining Schwab at the WEF event was Prince Charles, one of the primary proponents of 
the Great Reset; Gina Gopinath, the chief economist at the International Monetary 
Fund; António Guterres, the secretary-general of the United Nations; and CEOs and 
presidents of major international corporations, such as Microsoft and BP.  
 
Activists from groups such as Greenpeace International and a variety of academics also 
attended the event or have expressed their support for the Great Reset.  
 
Although many details about the Great Reset won’t be rolled out until the World 
Economic Forum meets in Davos in January 2021, the general principles of the plan are 
clear: The world needs massive new government programs and far-reaching policies 
comparable to those offered by American socialists such as Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.), 
and Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) in their Green New Deal plan. 
 
Or, put another way, we need a form of socialism — a word the World Economic Forum 
has deliberately avoided using, all while calling for countless socialist and progressive 
plans. 
 
“We need to design policies to align with investment in people and the 
environment,” said the general secretary of the International Trade Union 
Confederation, Sharan Burrow. “But above all, the longer-term perspective is about 
rebalancing economies.” 
 
One of the main themes of the June meeting was that the coronavirus pandemic has 
created an important “opportunity” for many of the World Economic Forum’s members 
to enact their radical transformation of capitalism, which they acknowledged would likely 
not have been made possible without the pandemic. 

https://www.weforum.org/great-reset/about
https://www.weforum.org/great-reset/about
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/now-is-the-time-for-a-great-reset/
https://thehill.com/people/bernie-sanders/
https://thehill.com/people/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-2/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/21/climate/green-new-deal-questions-answers.html
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/covid19-great-reset-gita-gopinath-jennifer-morgan-sharan-burrow-climate/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/covid19-great-reset-gita-gopinath-jennifer-morgan-sharan-burrow-climate/
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“We have a golden opportunity to seize something good from this crisis — its 
unprecedented shockwaves may well make people more receptive to big visions of 
change,” said Prince Charles at the meeting, adding later, “It is an opportunity we have 
never had before and may never have again.”  That statement was a clear sign of the 
rise of the Antichrist figure through a common concern of the environment and climate 
change. 
 
You might be wondering how these leaders plan to convince the world to completely 
alter its economy over the long run, since the COVID-19 pandemic most assuredly 
won’t remain a crisis forever. The answer is that they’ve already identified another 
“crisis” that will require expansive government intervention: Climate change. 
 
“The threat of climate change has been more gradual [than COVID-19]—but it’s 
devastating reality for many people and their livelihoods around the world, and its ever 
greater potential to disrupt, surpasses even that of Covid-19,” Prince Charles said. 
 
Of course, these government officials, activists and influencers can’t impose a systemic 
change of this size on their own. Which is why they have already started to activate vast 
networks of left-wing activists from around the world, who will throughout 2021 demand 
changes in line with the Great Reset. 
 
According to the World Economic Forum, its 2021 Davos summit will include thousands 
of members of the Global Shapers Community, youth activists located in 400 cities 
across the planet.  
 
The Global Shapers program was involved in the widespread “climate strikes” of 2019, 
and more than 1,300 have already been trained by the Climate Reality Project, the 
highly influential, well-funded climate activist organization run by former Vice 
President Al Gore, who serves on the World Economic Forum’s Board of Trustees. 
 
For those of us who support free markets, the Great Reset is nothing short of terrifying. 
Our current crony capitalist system has many flaws, to be sure, but granting more power 
to the government agents who created that crony system and eroding property rights is 
not the best way forward. America is the world’s most powerful, prosperous nation 
precisely because of the very market principles the Great Reset supporters loathe, not 
in spite of them.  
 
Making matters worse, the left has already proven throughout the COVID-19 pandemic 
that it can radically transform political realities in the midst of a crisis, so it’s not hard to 
see how the Great Reset could eventually come to fruition. 
 
Can you imagine George W. Bush or Bill Clinton printing trillions of dollars and mailing it 
to millions of people who didn’t lose their jobs? This would have been unthinkable just a 
couple of decades ago. Today, this policy garners bipartisan support.  
 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/03/prince-charles-covid-19-a-golden-opportunity-to-reboot-the-economy.html
https://thehill.com/people/prince-charles/
https://www.climaterealityproject.org/2019-annual-report
https://thehill.com/people/al-gore/
https://www.weforum.org/about/leadership-and-governance
https://thehill.com/people/bill-clinton/
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Prince Charles was right: The present pandemic is a “golden opportunity” for radical 
change. And if Al Gore, Prince Charles and the rest of the World Economic Forum can 
convince enough people that attempting to stop climate change are also worth 
dramatically pushing humanity toward greater government control, then radical – and 
catastrophic – change is exactly what we’re going to get. 
 
There is a reference in Daniel to the prince who is not named a king but is considered 
despicable in the eyes of some. He comes in a time of tranquility and captivates the 
kingdom through secretive mysterious means.  “And in his estate shall stand up a 
vile person, to whom they shall not give the honour of the kingdom: but he shall 
come in peaceably, and obtain the kingdom by flatteries.”  -(Daniel 11:21).  Chapter 
11 of the book of Daniel has through unfolding world events suggesting it is a dual 
prophecy, first to Antiochus IV and then to that of the End Times Antichrist figure.  
 
Prince Charles has been involved in homo-heterosexual scandals and has been viewed 
as unworthy not only for the British throne but the throne of the European Union for 
which he applied in 1992 but was turned down by the European Parliament. This was 
just before the full unification in 1993 when the E.U. truly represented the old Roman 
Empire. His involvement in international affairs can only be described as, "intriguing".  
Prince Charles coronation actually sets the stage for the king to again assert his claim 
to the throne of the Holy Roman Empire, today's fractured E.U.   
 
Revelation 13:2 says this prince receives his throne, power, and authority from the Red 
Dragon. Prince Charles received his power, throne, and authority in 1969 at his 
investiture where the Red Dragon of Wales was presented on banners, flags, and cut 
right into the back rest of the throne in Caernarfon Castle. This is the ensign that 
appeared on the Roman standards of Titus' army which destroyed the temple in A.D. 
70.  At this event Queen Elizabeth II said to Charles...  "This dragon gives you your 
power, your throne, and your authority".  To which Charles responded with . ."I am now 
your Liege-man and worthy of your earthly worship." 
 
"Liege-man" means Lord or Master. Queen Elizabeth was quoting from Revelation 
13:2...”And the beast which I saw was like unto a leopard, and his feet were as the 
feet of a bear, and his mouth as the mouth of a lion: and the dragon gave him his 
power, and his seat, and great authority.” 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
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